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Stocks fall on 
Delta worries, 
profit-taking
NEW YORK: Major stock markets pulled
back Friday as worries about the Delta vari-
ant of COVID-19 and profit taking offset
another round of mostly strong corporate
earnings. Analysts described rising investor
unease as more companies delay or shift
their return-to-office plans in light of the
latest uptick in COVID-19 infections.

At the same time, health officials are
redoubling campaigns to boost vaccina-
tions, and more companies are requiring
employees get vaccinated. “The surging
Delta variant poses the biggest downside
risk to the recovery,” Bob Schwartz of
Oxford Economics said in a commentary.

“The good news is that vaccination rates
are creeping up after months of declines.
Whether that reflects the surge in virus cas-
es or the more aggressive pleas by govern-
ment officials urging people to get vacci-
nated is unclear,” he said. “But the closer
the nation gets to herd immunity, the better
the chance the recovery wil l  retain i ts
momentum.” US stocks finished July on a
lackluster note, with all three major indices
ending lower and losing ground for the
week.

Travel-related stocks had an ugly session
on worries the Delta variant will  crimp
activity. Major air l ines such as United
Airlines fell more than three percent, while
cruise lines such as Carnival lost more than
four percent. Across the Atlantic, official
data showed the eurozone economy
rebounded by a strong two percent in the
second quarter, as reopened businesses lift-
ed activity out of the pandemic doldrums.
“The eurozone economy continues to per-
form like a diesel engine: it takes a while to
get going but don’t underestimate it once
it’s picked up steam,” said Bert Colijn, senior
economist  at  ING bank. But European
bourses also pulled back, with analysts
pointing to profit taking as a factor.

Equities also fell in Asia, ending a volatile
week on a negative note as China’s regula-
tory crackdown continued to spook
investors. Among individual companies,
Amazon slumped 7.6 percent after missing
revenue forecasts. The company attributed
the disappointment to shifting customer
behavior as consumers return to the real
world after receiving vaccines.

But Procter & Gamble led the Dow, gain-
ing two percent as it reported better-than-
expected results even as it signaled higher
costs would lead to moderating sales
growth. —AFP

KUWAIT: International Turnkey Systems (ITS), a
global integrated information technology solutions
and services provider headquartered in Kuwait,
announced a landmark deal with the Industrial Bank
of Kuwait (IBK) where the bank will acquire ITS
flagship ‘ETHIX NG’ solution as part of a multi-
phased initiative to support IBK’s digital transfor-
mation and facilitate the delivery of its Islamic
finance portfolio. 

Commenting on the deal, ITS CEO, Esam
Alkheshnam said: “We are delighted to support
IBK’s Islamic portfolio digital transformation jour-
ney with ETHIX NG. This Next Generation core
banking platform will further facilitate IBK in its
mission to empower industry and drive entrepre-
neurship and private sector growth in Kuwait by
providing an advanced digital platform that further
modernizes the business and substantially trans-
forms the customer experience.”

Hany Ramadan, ITS Products Director, intro-
duced ETHIX NG as: “A digital core banking

ecosystem that enhances organizational perform-
ance, drives innovation and elevates the customer
experience all from one platform.” He added:
“ETHIX NG automates and digitizes business
processes and moves banks from legacy systems
towards a Digital enabled, Fintech enabled, Open
Banking ready & Paperless environment, equipping
them with agile IT infrastructure to succeed in the
Digital Economy with full Islamic portfolio
Operations coverage.

Established on 1981, ITS has evolved to become
the region’s preferred digital partner to banks and
financial institutions and has grown an extensive
network of multi sector customers throughout the
MENA region and across the world. The company’s
flagship product range, ‘ETHIX’ has received
numerous awards on the global stage and ‘ETHIX
NG’, the latest offering designed to meet the needs
of banks and financial institutions in the Digital
Economy is forecast to play a key role in further
redefining the industry.

“Banks and financial institutions are operating in
an increasingly connected and complex environ-
ment that is changing financial services and taking
customers and business operations online. ETHIX
NG supports banks to meet today’s Islamic banking

customers expectations of a fast, easy and intuitive
digital banking experience, while also ensuring data
security compliance, operational efficiency, and
supporting rapid expansion into new and multiple
markets. We have developed ETHIX NG with the
flexibility to address the banking challenges of
today and tomorrow,” Alkheshnam concluded.

Multi-phased initiative to support IBK’s digital transformation

IBK partners with ITS to transform 
Islamic finance with ETHIX NG’ 

Brazilian jobless 
rate drops slightly 
from record level
RIO DE JANEIRO: Brazil’s unemployment rate
pulled marginally back from record levels to 14.6
percent in the rolling March to May quarter,
according to official figures released on Friday.
Unemployment in Latin America’s largest economy
had been at a record 14.7 percent since the January
to March quarter.

It amounts to 14.8 million people being out of
work, the IBGE statistics institute said. Compared
to the March to May period in 2020, when the rate
was 12.9 percent, there are 2.1 million more people
unemployed.

Experts believe the only way to reactivate the
economy would be through progress with the
country’s coronavirus vaccination program. Over
the past 18 months since the pandemic appeared,
more than 550,000 Brazi l ians have died of
COVID-19. However, it will take time for economic
activity to catch up with increased immunizations.
“In a climate of increased uncertainty ... business
people are postponing investments and formal
contracts,” said Paulo Peruchetti , from the
Brazilian institute of economics at the Getulio
Vargas foundation.

“This level of uncertainty will probably remain
high due to financial risks and political turmoil,
which should increase in 2022 with a highly polar-

ized presidential election.” Far right President Jair
Bolsonaro is expected to face fierce competition
from leftist former leader Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva.

Peruchetti said the informal sector would be the
one driving a recovery in employment. It includes

people paid under the table, doing odd jobs, work-
ing in the street, and others who like them do not
pay taxes. The informal sector reached 40 percent
of the workforce, or nearly 35 million people, in the
March-May quarter. —AFP

Caterpillar see profits 
jump despite silence 
in key industries
ELMHURST, US: Caterpillar reported a jump in sec-
ond-quarter profits Friday driven by higher sales
across its divisions, but said customers in major
industries were still avoiding new investments. The
company’s results showed the benefits of the recov-
ery in the global economy from the depths of the
COVID-19 pandemic, led by construction profits,
which nearly doubled in the quarter.

“We’re encouraged by higher sales and revenues
across all regions and in our three primary segments,
which reflect continued improvement in our end mar-
kets,” said Chief Executive Jim Umpleby.

But Umpleby did not provide profit-per-share
forecasts, citing the “highly fluid environment” in a

conference call with analysts. Umpleby said that key
clients were holding back on big capital spending
initiatives that drive demand for Caterpillar’s indus-
trial machines.

While there has been a “steady improvement in
mining,” companies overall “continue to display capi-
tal discipline,” Umpleby said. Regarding oil and gas,
“we do feel good about a gradual turn in that busi-
ness. Oil prices are supportive of investment,”
Umpleby said. “But again, our customers are display-
ing that capital discipline.” The IMF earlier this week
reiterated its forecast for six percent global growth in
2021, but warned that developing countries were
falling behind in the push to vaccinate their popula-
tions against COVID-19. Economists have also
expressed worries the Delta variant and other
COVID-19 strands could slow the global rebound.

Earnings for the second quarter came in at $1.4
billion, up from $458 million in the year-ago period.
Revenues rose 28.9 percent to $12.9 billion. Shares
fell 3.8 percent to $204.57 in midday trading. —AFP

ELMHURST, US: In this file photo, Caterpillar construction equipment sits on the lot of a dealership in Elmhurst,
Illinois. —AFP

RIO DE JANEIRO: Unemployment in Latin America’s largest economy Brazil had been at a record 14.7 percent
since the January to March quarter.

Peru’s currency 
plummets amid 
political crisis
LIMA: Peru’s currency fell to a record low
against the US dollar on Friday as the Lima
stock exchange dropped more than six percent
amid uncertainty over the next finance minister.
On Thursday, President Pedro Castillo named
most of his cabinet but crucially did not pick
anyone for finance or justice portfolios.

The exchange rate to the dollar passed four
soles for the first time-hitting 4.06 soles-while
the Lima stock exchange plunged 6.24 percent.
On Thursday, Castillo named Guido Bellido, a
41-year-old electronic engineer and fellow left-
ist with no experience in public office, as his
prime minister.

He also picked 85-year-old former guerrilla
Hector Bejar to be his foreign minister. Castillo
was expected to name economist  Pedro
Francke, his economic advisor during the elec-
tion campaign, as finance minister but that did
not happen. Daily newspaper La Republica
said Francke had turned down the post over the
appointment of Bellido, a member of Castillo’s
Marxist-Leninist Free Peru party who became
a lawmaker just six days ago.

Peruvian media say Bellido was investigated
by prosecutors for an alleged “apology for ter-
rorism” over statements made after taking up

his parl iamentary seat last  Friday-which
assured him immunity from prosecution. In
statements to the Inka Vision online news out-
let, he appeared to defend people who sup-
ported the Shining Path Maoist guerrilla group
that fought the state from 1980 to 2000 and is
dubbed a terrorist  organization by Lima.
Radical right-wing legislator Alejandro Cavero
told radio station RPP the appointment of
Bellido, who like Castillo hails from a rural

background, gave “a polarizing message.” The
sol , which stood at  3 .62 to the dol lar  in
December, has been losing value since before
April’s first round of presidential voting.

Peru has been mired in political uncertainty
as a series of corruption scandals saw three
different presidents in office in a single week
last November. Seven of the country’s last 10
leaders have either been convicted or are
under investigation for graft.  —AFP

Esam Alkheshnam Hany Ramadan

LIMA: Handout picture released by the Peruvian presidency of Peruvian president Pedro Castillo attending a
military parade commemorating the country’s independence day, in Lima Friday. —AFP


